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PRICING STRATEGY AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Price is perhaps the most unusual element of the marketing mix, partly because it is the only element that generates revenues. All other elements, as well as marketing research, involve expenditures of funds by organizations. Another difference is that although price may seem tangible and concrete, it is perhaps more intangible and abstract than other elements of the marketing mix. For example, in the product area, consumers often have a tangible product to examine, or at least information about a service to evaluate. In the marketing communication area, consumers read magazine and newspaper ads and get information from salespeople to see, listen to, and evaluate. In the distribution 
area, consumers have shopping centers and stores to experience. However, the price variable is a rather abstract concept which, while represented as a sign or tag, has relatively little direct sensory experience connected with it. Perhaps because of this, basic research on pricing issues in marketing has been relatively modest compared to work done on the other marketing-mix elements.
These differences should not lead to underestimating the importance of price to marketing and consumer behavior, however. The effects of price changes are more immediate and direct, and appeals based on price are the easiest to communicate to prospective buyers. However, competitors can react more easily to appeals based on price than to those based on product benefits and imagery. It can be argued that the price decision is perhaps the most significant among the decisions of the marketing mix strategy for a branded product.
Here, we focus on some important relationships among consumer cognitions, attitudes, behaviors and the environment, as they relate to the price variable of the marketing mix. We start our discussion by introducing a conceptual view of the role of price in marketing exchanges. Then pricing strategy, the environment and consumer cognitions, attitudes and behaviors are discussed.

Conceptual issues in pricing

As far as the consumer is concerned, price is usually defined as what the consumer must give up to purchase a product or service. Because price is a pivotal element in the exchange process, a conceptual view of price is introduced that encompasses more than a momentary amount or financial cost to the consumer. Figure 1 offers a general model of the nature of marketing exchanges, and highlights the role of price in this process. Although we will focus on profit organizations, the model could be developed and analyzed in terms of non-profit marketing as well. The major differences in non-profit exchanges are that:


(1)	While non-profit organizations may seek money from consumers, they (at least in theory) do not seek surplus funds beyond costs.
(2)	The value derived by consumers in non-profit exchanges is often less tangible.

·	Consumer costs

In Figure 1, four basic types of consumer costs are identified: money, time, cognitive activity or elaboration, and behavioral effort. Time, cognitive elaboration and effort are also called behavioral costs. These costs, when paired with whatever value or utility the product offers, are a convenient way to consider the meaning of price to the consumer. While it is not argued that consumers finely calculate each of these costs for every purchase, these costs are frequently considered in the purchase of some products.

	Consumer costs				Business costs

	Money					Production
	Time						Promotion
	Cognitive activity				Distribution
	Behavioral effort				Marketing research


		+						+	


		Value						Profit


		=						=	


	Price willing to pay			Price willing to sell
				Marketing exchange

Figure 1: The pivotal role of price in marketing exchange.
·	Consumer budgets

The cost for the consumer is related to the consumer's budget. For consumers with a large monetary budget, the costs are low compared with consumers with small budgets. The cost is the ratio of price and budget: cost = price / budget. As well as monetary budgets, consumers also have time budgets, cognitive elaboration budgets (the maximum of cognitive activity they can expend) and effort budgets (the maximum of effort they can expend).
Most consumers are likely to do some type of planning to create a budget and to access funds and to ensure that sufficient funds are available when they go shopping. Credit-card purchases and payment are not only convenient for the consumer but also may make the purchase seem less expensive. This is because consumers do not see any cash flowing from their pockets or a reduction in their checkbook balances, but merely need to sign their names and not even think about payment until the end of the month. In one sense, if no balance is carried over on the credit card, the purchase is 'free' for the time between the exchange and the payment. Credit cards also facilitate purchasing because little effort is required to access funds. Thus, overall, the use of credit cards may reduce consumers' time, cognitive activity and behavioral effort costs.

In Figure 1, marketing costs are also divided into the four categories of production, promotion, distribution and marketing research. Most business costs and investment could be attributed to one or another of these categories. These costs, when paired with the desired level of profit a company seeks, offer a convenient way to consider the marketing side of the exchange equation. Basically the model implies that products must usually cover at least variable costs and make some contribution to overhead or profits for the offering to be made to the marketplace.
For marketing exchanges to take place, the price that consumers are willing to pay must be greater than or equal to the price at which marketers are willing to sell. These are called the 'reservation prices'. The reservation price for consumers is the maximum price they want to pay for the product. The reservation price for sellers is the minimum price they want to receive for the product. However, while this may seem simple enough, a number of complex relationships need to be considered when pricing is viewed from this perspective. Of major importance is the nature of consumer costs and the relationships between them. What should be clear from Figure 1, is that the monetary price of a product or service may often be only a part of the total price of an exchange for the consumer.




·	Monetary value

Pricing research has, in the main, focused only on the monetary amount a consumer must spend to purchase a product or service. These research studies have recognized that the same monetary amount may be perceived differently by different individuals and market segments, depending on income levels and other demographic and psychographic variables. However, several important aspects of the monetary cost of offerings are not always considered. One of these concerns the source of funds for a particular purchase. 'Windfall income', for instance money received as a tax refund, interest or as gambling winnings, has a different value to many consumers than does money that is earned through work. With the same price of the product, the costs are perceived as lower by consumers with a large budget compared with consumers with a small budget. Hence, the monetary price of a particular product or service may be perceived differently by the same person, depending on what sources of funds are used to pay for it.
Similarly the 'actual' price of a credit-card purchase that will be financed at 20% for an extended period is different to the price if cash is used. To consumers who are accustomed to carrying large credit-card balances, this difference may be irrelevant; to others, the difference may forestall or eliminate a purchase.
There are also a number of ways to reduce the monetary amount spent for a particular item, although they often involve increasing other costs. For example, time, cognitive activity and behavior effort are required to clip and use coupons or mail in for rebates. Shopping around at different stores seeking the lowest price involves not only time, cognitive activity and behavioral effort, but also increases other monetary costs such as transportation or parking.

·	Time costs


To the consumer, the time necessary to learn about a product or service and to travel to purchase it, as well as time spent in a store, can be important costs. Most consumers are well aware that convenience food stores usually charge higher prices than supermarkets and most consumers purchase from them at least occasionally. Clearly these consumers often make a trade-off of paying more money to save time, particularly if only a few items are to be purchased. Time savings may result because the convenience outlets are located closer to home and thus require less travel time or because less time is required in the store to locate the product and wait in a queue to pay for it. Given the high cost of operating a car, it might even be cheaper in monetary terms to shop at stores that are closer to home, even if they have higher prices.
However, we should not treat time only as a cost of purchasing. In some situations, the process of seeking product information and purchasing products is a very enjoyable experience rather than a cost for consumers. Some consumers enjoy window-shopping and purchasing on occasion, particularly if the opportunity cost of their time is low. Thus, while in an absolute sense consumers must spend time to shop and make purchases, in some cases this may be perceived as a benefit rather than a cost.

·	Cognitive activity

There is a cost of making purchases in terms of the cognitive activity or elaboration involved and this is often overlooked. Thinking and deciding what to buy can be hard work. When a consumer is trying to decide which product to purchase, a number of stores could be visited, a number of advertisements could be seen and heard. Consumers, after some time spent on deliberation, narrow the choice to a few alternative brands. They have also to take into account and assess the different varieties, combinations and optional accessories, which are associated with the product. Many consumers would never make all of these comparisons, but consider the cognitive activity that would be required to make even a small fraction of them. Clearly it would not only take a lot of time, but would be very taxing in terms of cognitive work. Yet, if even only a few comparisons are made, some cognitive effort must be expended.
In addition to all of the cognitive work involved in comparing purchase alternatives, the process can also be quite stressful. Some consumers find it difficult and dislike making purchase or other types of decisions. To some, finding parking spaces, shopping in crowded stores, waiting in long checkout queues and viewing anxiety-producing advertisements can be a very unpleasant emotional experience. Thus, the cognitive activity involved in purchasing can be a very important cost.
The cost involved in decision making is often the easiest one for consumers to reduce or eliminate. Simple decision rules or heuristics, can reduce this cost considerably. The affect referral rule is a type of synthesized decision rule, which can be used by the consumer to select the brand with the highest perceived overall rating. By repeatedly purchasing the same brand and being brand loyal, consumers can practically eliminate any decision making within a product class. For example, other heuristics might be to purchase the most expensive brand, the brand on sale or display, the brand that the consumer's parents used to buy, the brand a knowledgeable friend recommends, the brand a selected store carries, or the brand a selected salesperson recommends.
On the other hand, there are some situations in which consumers actively seek some form of cognitive involvement. While consumers may enjoy periods in which they are not challenged to use much cognitive energy or ability they may also seek purchasing problems to solve as a form of entertainment.

·	Behavioral effort

It is clear then that buying things involves behavioral effort, and thus costs. Many consumers are not physically comfortable with this behavioral effort, and some avoid large shopping centers or shop in only a small number of the stores available. As with time and cognitive elaboration, behavioral effort can also be a benefit rather than a cost. For example, walking around in shopping centers and stores is sometimes done as a source of relaxation.
Perhaps the most interesting aspects of behavioral effort is the willingness of consumers to take on some marketing costs in order to reduce the amount of money they spend and to make tradeoffs among various types of costs. In some cases, consumers will perform part of the production process to get a lower price. For example, consumers may forgo the cost of product assembly for pieces of furniture and even computers and do it themselves to save money. 
There are also cases in which consumers will take on at least part of the cost of distribution to lower the price. Catalogue purchases require the consumer to pay the cost of delivery directly yet may be less expensive than store purchase. If they are not, the consumer at least saves shopping time and effort in order to have the product delivered to the home. Consumers will also perform promotion, for instance, through word-of-mouth and referrals to friends. They also perform market research by comparing prices and qualities. They participate in marketing research, for companies for instance by filling out questionnaires and taking part in consumer panels, in order to receive lower prices or other merchandise for free.
A final trade-off of interest in terms of pricing concerns the degree to which consumers participate in purchase/ownership. Consumers have several options with regard to purchase:

(1)	They can buy the product and enjoy its benefits as well as incur costs such as inventory and maintenance.
(2)	They can rent or lease the product and enjoy its benefits but forgo ownership and often reduce some of the other costs, such as maintenance.
(3)	They can hire someone else to perform whatever service the product is designed to perform and forgo ownership and other post-purchase costs.
(4)	They can purchase the product and hire someone else to use and maintain it for them.
For many durable goods, such as cars, furniture, lawn mowers and garden tools, at least several of these options are available. Clearly price is a lot more than just money.

·	Value to the consumer

Up to now we have discussed four aspects of price from the consumer's point of view. We have suggested that consumers can sometimes reduce one or more of these costs, but this usually requires an increase in at least one of the other costs. Purchases can be viewed in terms of which of the elements is considered a cost or a benefit and which is considered most critical for particular purchases. However, regardless of what cost tradeoffs are made. It seems that whatever is being purchased must be perceived to be of greater value to the consumer than merely the sum of the costs. In other words, the consumer perceives that the purchase offers benefits greater than the costs, and is willing to exchange to receive these benefits.
While this view of price is useful, consumers seldom finely calculate each of these costs and benefits in making brand-level decisions. Rather, for many types and brands of consumer packaged goods, the amounts of money time, cognitive activity or elaboration, and behavioral effort required for a purchase are very similar. For these goods, choices between brands may be made on the basis of particular brands, benefits or imagery, although price deals may be important.
For some purchases, all of these costs and tradeoffs may be considered by consumers. Yet, the major importance of this view of price is not the degree to which consumers actively analyze and compare each of the costs of a particular exchange. Instead, this view is important because it has direct implications for the design of marketing strategies.

Pricing strategy

Pricing strategy is of concern in three general situations:

(1)	When a price is being set for a new product;
(2)	When a long-term price change is being considered for an established product; 
(3)	When a short-term price change is being considered.

Marketers may change prices for a variety of reasons, such as an increase in production costs, a change in the price of competitive products, or a change in distribution channels.
Many models have been offered to guide marketers in designing pricing strategies. Most of these models contain similar recommendations and differ primarily in terms of how detailed the assumptions are, how many steps the pricing process is divided into, and in what sequence pricing tasks are recommended. A six-stage model is developed:

(1)	Analyze consumer/product relationships.
(2)	Analyze the environmental situation, for example positioning and competing products.
(3)	Determine the role of price in marketing strategy.
(4)	Estimate relevant production and marketing costs.
(5)	Set pricing objectives.
(6)	Develop pricing strategy and set prices.

This six-stage model differs from traditional approaches primarily in that greater emphasis is placed on consumer analysis and greater attention is given to the four types of consumer costs in developing pricing and marketing strategies. The six stages are discussed below. Although consumer analysis is not the major focus in all of them, this strategic approach is intended to clarify the role of consumer analysis in pricing and to offer a useful overview of the pricing process.

·	Analyze consumer/product relationships

Pricing strategy for a new product generally starts with at least one aspect given: the company has a product concept or several variations of a product concept in mind. When a price change for an existing product is being considered, typically much more information is available, including sales and cost data.
Whether the pricing strategy is being developed for a new or existing product, a useful first stage in the process is to analyze the consumer/product relationships. Answers must be found for questions such as: How does the product benefit consumers? What does the product mean to them? In what situations do they use it? Does it have any special psychological or social significance to them? Of course, the answers to these questions depend on which current or potential target markets are under consideration.
A question that must be answered honestly is whether the product itself has a clear differential advantage that consumers would be willing to pay for, or whether a differential advantage must be created on the basis of other marketing-mix variables. This question has important implications for determining which of the four areas of consumer costs (money time, cognitive activity or behavioral effort) can be appealed to most effectively.
Suppose Welsh Cakes Limited is considering marketing traditional Welsh cakes for home consumption and is analyzing consumer/product relationships. The company is considering three forms of Welsh cakes and, after considerable research, has developed the consumer behavior assumptions shown in Table 1. This type of analysis illustrates several important concepts. First, it is clear that consumers of the three types of Welsh cakes make tradeoffs in the costs they are willing to incur. Consumers of Welsh cakes made from a mix are willing to spend a greater amount of time, cognitive activity and behavioral effort to save money and may get a poorer tasting Welsh cake. Consumers of confectionery store Welsh cakes, on the other hand, are willing to pay a higher price to reduce these other costs and may get a better tasting Welsh cake.
Second, this analysis has clear implications for market segmentation. It is important to determine the size of the markets for the different product forms, their geo-demographic profiles, their consumption and buying habits, as well as the degree of market overlap. That is, are these different consumer groups or are they the same consumers who eat different types of Welsh cakes in different situations?
Third, while this analysis has a number of implications for all facets of marketing strategy our focus is on the implications for pricing. Clearly the question of what Welsh cake means to consumers is critical for determining appropriate pricing strategies. For example, the Welsh cake-mix market is apparently very price sensitive. Thus, while a reduction of the other types of consumer costs or an increase in value (taste) may offer market opportunities, the price of the mix would likely have to remain low.
The frozen Welsh cake consumer apparently values having the product on hand, and while willing to make some tradeoffs, wants a better tasting Welsh cake. This market is not as price sensitive as the Welsh cake-mix market and likely considers preparation effort an important cost. Thus, within the frozen Welsh cake market, consumers may pay a higher price for better tasting Welsh cakes or cakes that can be prepared more quickly and easily. Perhaps the consumer/product relationship could be summarized as “Welsh cakes are a traditional quick and relatively tasty snack or dessert”. The consumer of confectionery store Welsh cake likely focuses strongly on product quality assurance and taste, and is not highly price sensitive. Thus, taste, ingredients and quality assurance are worth a higher price.
This brief example illustrates an approach to evaluating the relationships between consumers and products. One of the important outcomes of this analysis is an estimate of how sensitive consumers are to various prices, other costs being about the same. In economics, this is called price elasticity, which is a measure of the relative change in demand for a product or service for a given change in price. Once the company has a clear idea of these relationships and opportunities, it can then focus attention on other aspects of the market environment.


Table 1: Relative consumer costs for various Welsh cake product forms.
	
Welsh cake mix	Frozen Welsh		Confectionery
						cake			store Welsh cake
	
Cost

	Money			Low			Middle			High
	Time			High			Middle			High
	cognitive activity	High			Middle			Low
	Behavior effort	High			Middle			Middle

Value

	Taste			Worst			Middle			Best

·	Analyze the environmental situation

Organizations must consider elements of their environment: economic trends, political views, social changes, legal constraints, changes in technology, green issues and other forces of influence, when developing pricing strategies. These elements should be considered early in the process of formulating any part of the marketing strategy and should be monitored continually. By the time a company is making pricing decisions, many of these issues have already been considered. While this may also be true for competitive analysis, consideration of competition at this point is critical for developing pricing strategies.
In setting or changing prices, the company must consider its competition and how that competition will react to the price of the product or service. Initially consideration should be given to such factors as:

(1)		Number of competitors
(2)		Market share of competitors
(3)		Location of competitors
(4)		Conditions of entry into the industry
(5)		Degree of vertical integration of competitors
(6)		Financial strength of competitors
(7)		Number of products and brands sold by each competitor
(8)		Cost structure of competitors
(9)		Historical reaction of competitors to price changes.
	
Analysis of these factors, help determine whether the price should be at, below, or above competitors' prices. However, this analysis should also consider other consumer costs relative to competitive offerings. Consumers often pay higher prices to save time and effort.
·	Role of price in marketing strategy

This is concerned with determining whether the price is to be a key aspect of positioning the product/service or whether it is to play a different role. If a company is attempting to position a brand as a bargain product or service, setting a lower price is clearly an important part of this strategy. Amstrad video cassette recorders (VCRs) positions itself as just as good as (and even emphasizes simplicity of use as a key differential advantage) but with a lower price than the other brands, for example. Similarly if a company is attempting to position a brand as a prestige, top-of-the-line product or service, then a higher price is a common cue to indicate this position. Suntory whisky, a Japanese brand, has long used this approach, for example. Of course, the success of these types of strategies also depends on analyzing the tradeoffs with other elements of consumer costs.
In many situations, price may not play a particularly important positioning role other than in terms of pricing competitively. If consumers enjoy convenience in purchasing (for example free delivery), or if the product has a clear differential advantage, the price may be set at or above that of the competition, but not highlighted in the positioning strategy. In other cases, when the price of a product or service is higher than that of the competition, but there is no clear differential advantage, the price may not be explicitly used in positioning. For example, premium-priced wines do not highlight price as part of their appeal.

·	Production and marketing costs

The costs of producing and marketing a product effectively provide a very useful benchmark for making pricing decisions. The variable costs of production and marketing usually provide the lowest price a company must charge to make an offering in the market. However, there are some exceptions to this rule. These exceptions typically involve interrelationships among products. For example, a company like Sega or Nintendo may sell its computer games hardware below cost to sell a greater volume of software. Or supermarkets may sell a number of items below cost, that is, loss leaders, to build store traffic and increase sales of other products.

·	Set pricing objectives

We introduced the more general and strategic issues of marketing planning and here we remind you that as with the other mix elements, pricing objectives should be derived from overall marketing objectives, which in turn should be derived from corporate objectives. In practice, the most common objective is to achieve a target return on investment. This objective has the advantage of being quantifiable. It also offers a useful basis for making not only pricing decisions but also decisions on whether to enter or remain in specific markets. For example, if a company demands a 25% return on investment, and the best estimates of sales at various prices indicate that a product would have to be priced too high to generate demand, then the decision may be to forgo market entry. Other types of pricing objectives are listed in below.


(1)		Increase sales.
(2)		Target market share.
(3)		Maximum long-run profits.
(4)		Maximum short-run profits.
(5)		Growth.
(6)		Stabilize market.
(7)		Desensitize customers to price.
(8)		Maintain price-leadership arrangement.
(9)		Discourage entrants.
(10)	Speed exit of marginal firms.
(11)	Avoid government investigation and control.
(12)	Maintain loyalty of middlemen and get their sales support.
(13)	Avoid demand for 'more' from suppliers, labor, in particular.
(14)	Enhance image of firm and its offerings.
(15)	Be regarded as 'fair' by ultimate customers.
(16)	Create interest and excitement about the item.
(17)	Be considered trustworthy and reliable by rivals.
(18)	Help in the sale of weak items in the line.
(19)	Discourage others from cutting prices.
(20)	Make a product 'visible'.
(21)	'Spoil market' to obtain high price for sale of business.
(22)	Build store traffic ('loss leaders').
(23)	Maximum profits on product line.
(24)	Recover investment quickly.
(25)	Decrease demand in periods of supply shortages.

·	Develop pricing strategy and set prices

The preceding stages, if worked through effectively should provide the information necessary to develop pricing strategies and set prices. Basically the meaning of the product or service to the consumer and consumer costs and values have been analyzed. The environment has been analyzed, particularly competition. The role of price in the marketing strategy has been determined. Production and marketing costs have been estimated. Pricing objectives have been set. The pricing task now is to determine a pricing strategy and specific prices that are:

(1)	Sufficiently above costs to generate the desired level of profit and achieve stated objectives;
(2)	Related to competitive prices in a manner consistent with the overall marketing and positioning strategy;
(3)	Designed to generate consumer demand based on consumer cost tradeoffs and values.

In some cases, prices may be developed with a long-run strategy in mind. For example, a penetration price policy may include a long-run plan to sequentially raise prices after product introduction at a relatively low price. A skimming price policy may include a long-run plan to systematically lower prices after a high-price introduction and selling the product to innovators and early adopters. An intermediate price policy somewhere between penetration and skimming, may also be used.
However, most price changes occur as a result of a change in consumers, the environment, competition, costs, strategies and objectives. Examples of the relationships among these variables can be found in the pricing of airfares, holidays and cars. For example, major airlines attempt to compete with low-price airlines by lowering the fares on competitive routes and raising the price on routes the low-price airlines do not serve. In addition, the major airlines have engaged in efforts to cut costs to try to be more competitive with the low-price airlines. Consumers have a basic choice between attempting to minimize travel costs by spending more time shopping for low prices, foregoing some flexibility in departure times and dates and giving up some additional services versus paying full fare and receiving these benefits. Often, business travelers may pay the higher full-fare price, while leisure travelers spend the time and effort necessary to get cheaper fares.
This example illustrates how a change in the environment (market deregulation) led to a change in competitors (entrance of low-price airlines), which led to a change in pricing strategies (price cuts for some seats but overall attempts to maximize revenues per flight) and cost-cutting efforts. Many consumers also changed as they became more involved in the purchase of airline tickets and perhaps even traveled more by plane as prices fell, at least in the short run.

Price perception

Price is perhaps the most intangible element of the marketing mix. From an environmental perspective, this means that the price variable typically offers very little for the consumer to experience at the sensory level, although it may generate considerable cognitive activity, time and behavioral effort. In the environment price is usually a tag, a few symbols on a package, or a few written on a list, or spoken on TV or radio or by a salesperson in a store or on the phone. The price variable also includes purchase contracts and credit-terms information.
One area that has been the subject of consumer research on price information in the environment is unit pricing. Unit pricing is common for grocery products and involves a shelf tag that indicates the price per unit (kg or gallon) for a specific good. This information is designed to help shoppers make more informed purchases in comparing various brands and package sizes. Displaying unit price information in a table format in the store leads to switching to lower priced brands, for example private labels.
How price information is communicated also has an effect. For example, the advent of scanner checkout systems has reduced price information in the environment for many products, because prices are no longer stamped on each package. Having each item marked increases consumers' certainty of price recall, and decreases errors in both exact price and unit-price recall. Some differences were found in the effects of shelf price tags, supporting the idea that not only the price itself, but also the method by which price information is communicated, affects consumer cognitions and behaviors.

·	Price cognitions

There is typically little sensory experience connected with the price variable. Yet information about prices is often attended to and comprehended, and the resulting meanings influence consumer behavior. For some purchases, consumers may make a variety of price comparisons among brands and evaluate tradeoffs among the various types of consumer costs and values.
There have been several attempts to summarize the research on the effects of price on consumer cognitions, choice processes, and behavior, but these reviews have found few generalizations to offer. For example, it has long been believed that consumers perceive a strong relationship between price and the quality of products and services. Experiments typically find this relationship when consumers are given no other information about the product or service except price. However, when consumers are given additional information about products (which is more consistent with marketplace situations), the price -quality relationship is diminished.

·	Price perceptions and attitudes

Price perceptions are concerned with how price information is comprehended by consumers and made meaningful to them. One approach to understanding price perceptions is information processing. An adaptation of this approach is outlined in Figure 2. This model illustrates an approach to describing price effects for a high-involvement product or purchase situation. Basically it suggests that price information is received through the senses of sight and hearing. The information is then comprehended, which means that it is interpreted and made meaningful, that is consumers understand the meaning of price symbols through previous learning and experience.
The stated price for a particular brand may be considered a product attribute. This knowledge may then be compared with the prices of other brands in a product class, other attributes of the brand and other brands, and other consumer costs. Finally an attitude is formed towards the various brand alternatives.


	Environment					Price information:
							Stated price, unit price, credit, etc.

										

	Cognition					Sensation of price information
							(visual, aural)

									

	Cognition					Comprehension:
							Interpretation and assignment of 
							meaning

									

	Cognition					Integration:
							Comparison of prices and
integration with other information
									


	Attitude					Attitude formation:
							Attitude towards prices and
Products

									

	Behavior					Consumer behavior


Figure 2: Conceptual model of cognitive processing of price information

For a low-involvement product or purchase situation, price may have little or no impact on consumer cognitions or behaviors, For many products, consumers may have an implicit price range. As long as prices fall within this range, price is not even evaluated as a purchase criterion. Similarly some products and services are simply purchased without ever inquiring as to the price but simply paying whatever is asked for at the point of purchase. Impulse products located in the checkout area of supermarkets and drugstores may frequently be purchased this way, as might other products for which the consumer is highly brand loyal. In the latter cases, consumers may well make purchases on the single attribute of brand name without comparing price, other consumer costs, or other factors.
In other cases, price information may not be carefully analyzed because consumers have a particular price image for the store they are shopping in. Discount stores such as Toys R Us, or PC World may be generally considered low-priced outlets, and consumers may forgo comparing prices at these outlets with those at other stores.

·	Price behaviors


Price could affect a variety of consumer behaviors, depending on the consumer, the product and its availability in various stores and other channels, and other elements of the situation. A consideration of consumer pricing behavior includes:

(1)		Consumer awareness of prices;
(2)		The link between price and quality;
(3)		The degree of consumer price sensitivity.

·	Price perceptions

Consumers frequently perceive price as an indicator of product or store image, independent of the objective information provided by price.

·	Price-quality relationship

Product quality is perhaps the most important cue provided by price. When consumers do not have sufficient information about product quality they frequently use price as a good proxy for quality. A strong relationship is found between price and quality especially when price differences between alternatives are substantial. The importance of price may nevertheless, be reduced when other information is made available. Price becomes less significant as an indicator of quality as more product information is supplied. It was found that in the purchase of carpeting, the intrinsic characteristics of the product were much more important than extrinsic cues, such as price in influencing quality perceptions. The fact that consumers use price as a quality indicator in some cases and not in others prompted several researchers to investigate under what conditions price dominates as a cue for product quality. Their findings showed that consumers will use price as a surrogate for quality when:

	they have strong beliefs that quality differences exist between product alternatives;
	they have little experience or information concerning the product.

Thus, a consumer who believes that there are significant quality differences between brands of cordless telephones and has little knowledge, experience or information with regard to the product, will tend to use high price as an indicator of high quality. Further, if the price information is linked to a well-known brand, a price - quality association is even more likely. These studies confirm that price tends to be discounted as an indicator of quality when consumers have experience and information to rely on. In such cases, product quality is likely to be evaluated on a multi-attribute basis.

Psychological pricing

Perception of price is also relevant in another context, namely the sensitivity to certain price points. For example, consumers appear to be more sensitive to prices ending with an odd number of just under a round number (odd-even pricing). Or they may find products priced in multiples, such as five for £1.90, preferable to single item prices. These pricing policies are referred to as psychological pricing because they rely on consumers' perceptual sensitivity to certain price points.
Odd-even pricing is used by retailers in the belief that an item priced at U.S.$3.99, is seen by the consumer as less expensive than an item provided at U.S.$4.00. It is felt that the consumer would associate a U.S.$3.99 price with U.S.$3.00 rather than U.S.$4.00. This example demonstrates the concept of perceptual price zones. Most consumers perceive odd prices as being lower than even prices. When consumers were asked to recall odd and even prices seen two days earlier, they were more likely to understate the odd prices. Further, increasing odd prices was less noticeable to consumers than increasing even prices. These results provide economic justification for setting prices at odd rather than even levels.
Multiple pricing also conveys an image of economy to the consumer. Obtaining a product at five for U.S.$1.90 implies a small saving over five single units purchased at U.S.$0.40 each. Consumers are likely to buy in multiples as long as it is a frequently purchased product and the consumer recognizes a clear saving. But if multiple pricing becomes too complicated, consumers are likely to reject multiple purchases.

·	Price sensitivity

Consumer sensitivity to price changes is another key factor that directly influences retailer and manufacturer pricing strategies. The measure of price sensitivity used most often is a consumer's price elasticity or response to changes in price. Price elasticity is measured by the percentage change in quantity purchased compared to a percentage change in price. If the percentage decrease in quantity is more than the percentage increase in price, demand is elastic. If the percentage decrease in quantity is less than the percentage increase in price, demand is inelastic.

·	Price elasticity

Price elasticity can provide a way of segmenting markets, by classifying consumers by their price sensitivities. If price-sensitive consumers have particular demographic or regional characteristics, deals, coupons or other sales promotion strategies can be directed to these consumers. Some attempt has been made to define consumers more responsive to deals and coupons by postal zip code and use direct mail to send coupons to these consumers. Price promotions could also be directed to postal zip code areas with consumers demonstrating greater price sensitivity.
We can also make the distinction between upside elasticity (sensitivity to price increases) and downside elasticity (sensitivity to price decreases). In a study of three products, it was found that consumers were more elastic on the downside than on the upside. That is, they were more likely to increase consumption with a decrease in price, than to decrease consumption with an increase in price. Small price increases may increase profits since they are likely to produce insignificant changes in response.
Other studies of consumer price sensitivity have focused on factors that may change such sensitivity. For example, one study found that the consumer's price elasticity decreases when the consumer is accompanied by a friend, and another found less price sensitivity when the salesperson is viewed as an expert. Consumers are more likely to be price elastic when they are shopping alone and when they are confident in their own appraisal of the product.

·	Price expectations

Consumers' expectations regarding a standard price level and price range are important determinants of their sensitivity to prices. Consumers develop a standard price for most products, what they regard as a fair price. The standard price serves as a basis or anchor for judging other prices. There is a range around the standard price that is not likely to produce a change in quantity consumed, or a switch in brands. But outside this range, significant changes may occur, producing greater price elasticity.
Price expectations also refer to an acceptable price range across brands in a product category. An acceptable range of prices is determined by an upper limit, above which the product or service would be judged too expensive, and a lower limit below which the quality of the product or service would be suspect.

·	Greater price sensitivity


Greater consumer price sensitivity has resulted in:

(1)		Manufacturers putting more emphasis on pricing strategies;
(2)		Discount retailers gaining in market share;
(3)		Increased sales of distributor and private label brands.

The switch from manufacturers' brands to private labels or retailers' brands has been particularly evident. Private brands sell from 15% to 30% below manufacturers' brands. Manufacturers of national brands have reacted to this shift by cutting prices. Leading companies such as Procter & Gamble, Kellogg, and Coca-Cola have begun to put more emphasis on outright price cuts than on coupons and deals as price incentives. Procter & Gamble has also begun to introduce product lines on a price basis ('every day low prices') and decreased the emphasis and the amount of expenditures allocated to trade sales promotions.
The emphasis on price does not mean less emphasis on quality. As consumers become more price conscious, they are also becoming more value conscious. Some consumers are actually spending more on products that last longer with a view to saving money in the long run. The greatest emphasis is on better quality at the same price. Further, price sensitivity and the emphasis on value are expected to be here to stay.
Nevertheless, and despite consumers' greater price sensitivity and emphasis on value, in times of recession some companies use specific methods of increasing consumer prices. Among these methods are: increase price for same quantity and quality; maintain price for less quantity; maintain price for less quality or auxiliary services; reduce or eliminate price deals; and increase interest rate and charges.
Some pricing strategies should not be pursued by companies, either because they are considered illegal or because they are perceived as unfair by customers and can seriously affect the long-term performance of an organization. These include:
(1)	Price fixing: Conspiring with competitors to fix prices (cartel).
(2)	Deceptive pricing: Pricing practices that mislead consumers, such as marketing items with a fictitious price, crossing this price out and then putting on the normal price as though it were a bargain.
(3)	Predatory pricing: Setting prices low to drive out competitors, then raising prices (penetration pricing policy).
(4)	Price discrimination: Charging similar, competing distribution channel members different prices, which lessens competition or tends to create a monopoly.
10.6	Conclusions

Conclusions

Consumers exchange much more than simply money for goods and services. They also exchange their time, cognitive activity or elaboration and behavioral effort, not only to earn money but also to shop and make purchases. Thus, analysis of these elements, and of the value, consumers receive in purchase and consumption, may provide better insights into the effects of price on consumer behavior. 


